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ABSTRACT 

A.perspective view of the evolution of I.C. engi.nes reveals that 

by the end of the l960 1 s they attained a peak in their· technology for 

the intents and purposes they servedn then. At that time they became 

confronted with two severe constraints stemming from the demands for, 

first; pollution control due to the concern over the environmental . 

impact, and, then, fuel economy due to the energy crisis. So far these 

demands have been met primarily by peripheral engine system improve

m~nts: Su~h as catalytic converters and electronic controls. This 

paper is based upoh ·the prem'i se that it should be advantageous to 

respond to the new constraints· by further advances in engine 

technology, designed to (1) minimize pollutant emissions,· (2) maximize 
I 

engine efficiency, .. and (3)' optimize tolerance to a wider variety of 

fuels. A sense of direction for such advances is derived from a 

critical assessment of the fundamental advantages of reciprocating I.e. 

engines as prime movers for automobiles, and the review of their recent 

development. On this basis it is shown that major impact in this 

respect could be made by controlled combustion, a concept that has not 

yet been given the attention 'it deserves. Intrinsically, controlled 

combustion is based upon a proper treatment of active radicals, the 

essential elements of the combustion reaction. Practically, this can 

be achieved by a variety of means; such as charge stratification, 

exhaust gas recirculation, homogeneous lean burn, combined with 

enhanced ignition and enhanced autocatalysis. Thus, the most desirable 

advances in engine technology would transfer a good deal of the 

functions served by catalytic converters and electronic controls into 
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the chemistry and mechanics of combustion processes taking place in 

the engine cylinder. While such advances can be, ,and are indeed, made 

by following most of·the trends already established, it is hoped that 

these developments could be enforced by the realization of their 

fundamental significance and the consequent acquisition of a firm sense 

of direction, the necessary prerequisite for success in a technological 

progress. 

In the l960 1 s the technology of internal combustion engines was at 

the peak of performance in response to the serv i c:e they were providing 

at that time for one of the most highly demanded commodity: the 

automobile. This was manifested by such features as: 

o compactness in on-board ene'rgy as well as specific power 

o controllability and consequent flexibility in satisfying a wide 

variety 

of operating demands 

o reliability combined with a most impressive durability 

o relatively low cost due to superb engineering and .manufacturing 

technology 

As ~ consequence, no particular need was felt for further progress 

in engine technology except for the challenge of normal competition 

betweeri engine manufacturers. 

In the 1970 • s the indus try became confronted with two major 

constraints: 

o the requirement for control of pollutant emissions due to th.e 

concern of the society over the environmental impact of engines, 
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and 

o the demand for fuel economy due to the energy crisis • 

. The response of automotive technology to these constraints was 

primarily in the form of peripheral improvements of the propulsion 

system. These were principally associated with the exploitation of 

two practical means: 

o catalytic converters 

and 

o electronic controls 

The major argument put forth here is that a more fruitful approach 

to meeting this challenge can be derived from the applicati.on of 

fundamen.tal principles of combustion to processes occurring in the 

cylinder of reciprocating internal combustion engines, whereby 

resorting to energy consuming peripheral devices becomes unnecessary. 

In the follow.ing we discuss the advantages of the basic I.C. engine as 

the prime mover for the automobile and the most prominent fundamental 

aspects of its combustion processes. Principles of controlled combus-

tion, that is one that would maximize fuel economy and minimize the 

formation of pollutants, are then exposed and examples presented of 

recent engine developments where they are in part incor.porated. Our 

objective in doing so is to prov· ide an example of a firm sense of 

direction in automotive engine research that would hopefully lead to a 

significant technological progress. 

( 
/ 
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INTRINSIC ADVANTAGES OF INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES 

In providing service as prinie movers for automobiles, the 

reciprocating piston internal combustion engine has a distinct· 

advantage over any alternative propulsion system one can envisage. 

This is due to a number of factors which, in order to develop our 

theme, are listed here, in spite of their often most elementary 

character. The need to do so at this time is enforced by the 

impressive number of very costly, unsuccessful developments which have 

been undertaken in recent years, evidently without due regard to their 

elementary, fundamental flaws. Thus the following features must be 

taken into account. 

1. Technological superiority of the 1960's as specified in the 

Introduction. The compactness in energy and power is depicted in 

Fig. 1, a graphical representation of the performance regimes of 

various prime movers on the plane of specific1 power vs. specific 

energy, estimated some time ago for a vehicle of one ton curb weight 

{1,2)*. 

2. Relatively high energy conversion efficiency (3), whiCh in 

contrast to the classical Carnot and Stirling cycles, is essentially 

independent of the maximum temperature of the working substance and 

can be improved significantly by the simple expedient o"f charge 

dilution. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2, presenting the thermal 

efficiencies as a function of the equivalence ratio, with compression 

ratios as parameters, for the Otto cycle (Fig. 2a) and Diesel cycle 

*Numbers in parentheses designate References at end of paper. 
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(Fig. 2b). In the computations, the compression cycle was assumed to 

be at constant composition, while thermodynamic equilibrium was 

attained at the end of the combustion process (the difference between 

results obtained with the expansion process assumed to be at either 

constant composition or at shifting equilibrium is ·negligible). As it 

appears here, a reduction of the equivalence ratio from 1.0 to 0.5, is 

for an Otto cycle, equivalent to raising the ~ompression ratio from 

8.5 to 12. Moreover, since ·dilution inhibits the tendency for knock, 

diluting the charge can be combined with an increase in compression 

ratio. The effect of dilution in the case of Diesel cycle is even 
\ 

more impressive, contributing a fundamental reason for the remarkably 

high part load efficiency of Diesel engines. However, whereas lean 

operation of these engines is practically very easy to achieve, for 

Otto cycle spark ignition'engines it is quite difficult. 

It should be noted that the Otto and Diesel cycle efficiencies 

plotted in Fig. 2 compare favorably with the thermodynamic efficiency 

of the Stirling cycle whose major claim to fame is th·e· relatively high 

value of this parameter. In contrast to I.C. engines the latter is, 

however, limited by the temperature of the heat transfer wall which, 

for practical reasons, cannot exceed the level of 1000K. Moreover, 

the cycle efficiency is restricted by the fact that the heat transfer 

rate is finite. As a consequence, the maximum cycle efficiency is 
. 1/2 . ·. 

neffective = 1 - (Tc/Th) ' rather than ntheoretical = 1 -

Tc/Th' where Tc and Th are the temperatures of the cold and hot 

reservoirs, respectively (viz. (4)) • .ForT = 300K, this ·yields the c . 

value of neffective = 0.45, well within bounds of the numbers 
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displayed in Fig. 2. At the same time, the argument that the external 

combustion engines operating on such cycles can have relatively clean 

exhaust gases, should be considered fundamentally incorrect. The 

conditions existing in the cylinder of an internal combustion engine 

are, as it will be made here clear later, much more suitable in this 

respect in spite of the relatively short time available there for this 

purpose, especially if adequate methods for enhanced ignition (5) are 

properly exploited. 

3. Remarkably small thermal distortion due to cyclic temperature 

variation in the cylinder that effectively cuts by half the temperature 

drop across its wall, combined with uniform temperature distribution 

along them--a feature that makes reciprocating piston engines 

definitely superior to rotary engines. 

4. A virtual batch-type operation, whereby the working substance 

is processed by samples taken into the cylinder at each cycle, rnak ing 

the efficiency of internal combustion engines essentially independent 

of the low Reynolds number limitation that restricts the applicability 

of gas turbines for automobiles. 

5. Above all, the noteworthy potentiality, so far relatively 

unexplored, for significant improvements in: 

o the minimization of pollutant emissions 

o the maximization of en_gine efficiency 

o the optimization of tolerance to various 

fuels combined with virtual elimination of the tendency to knock 

that is achievable by controlled combustion. 
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In order to gain an appreciation of the last point, a rudimentary 

understanding of the essential feature of the combustion process is 

necessary. This is provided in the next section. 

THE COMBUSTION PROCESS 
\ 

In engines, the combustion process is an exothermic oxidation 

reaction taking place in a gaseous phase. Its most natural form i~B 

flame. Hence, most combustion systems are based on the use of flames. 

There are essentially three types of flames: diffusion flames, lamin~r 

flames i-n premixed gases, and turbulent falmes in premixed gases. 

Salient properties of each are presented here in turn. 

DIFFUSION FLAMES. Such flames occur whenever fuel is not 

thoroughly premixed with the oxidizer, as is 'the case in direct 

injection engines~ notably ·the Diesel erigines. The ~tructure of such 

a flame, evaluated for a typical self-similar jet (6-), is depicted in 

Fig. 3. Before ignition the fuel and. the oxidizer diffuse into each 

other as·shown in Fig. 3a. After ignition, the flame is established 

at the stoichiometric contour, that is when the ratio of 0 to F attains 

stoichiometric proportion, and acquires the structure shown in 

Fig. 3b. · In the diagrams of Fig. 3, all the p~rameters have been 

normalized with respect to their maximum values. As shown in Fig. 3b, 

both the fuel and the oxygen are completely depleted at the flame 

front, while the products and the temperature, expressed in terms of 

its normalized value, T, attain their.peak levels. As it is here 

apparent, the fuel approaches the temperature peak in the absence of 

oxygen_, a condition causing pyrolysis and the concomitant formadon of 

particulates. Thus, as it has been indeed pointed out on a number of 
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occasions (7), diffusion flames have the dubious attribute of 

automatically maximizing the production of pollutants. 

LAMINAR FLAMES IN PREMIXED GASES. The structure of such flames 

provide a smooth transition from the unburned mixture to the burRed 

gases and is associated with a distinct normal burning speed, a 

charact~ristic parameter for a given fuel-air mixture. Today this 

phenomenon is well understood, as manifested by a remarkably agreement 

between the result of numerical computations and experimental 

observations. For illustration, given here in (Fig. 4) are the 

results obtained by Westbrook (8) for a methane-air mixture. Figure 

4a shows the flame structure in terms of major species concentrations 

and the temperature profile, while (Fig. 4b) provides information on 

the concomitant radical concentration profil~s. The normal burning 

speed, Su, is a sensitive function of temperature, Tu' \'lhich for 

the methane-air mixture can be expressed as follows (9): 

su = 10 + 3. 71 (9) 

Thus, it is well established that laminar flames in premixed gases 

are governed entirely by molecular diffusion, thermal conductivity and 

chemic~l kinetics. As a consequence, such flames are aistinguishedby 

a remarkable controllability that can be attained simply by proper 

adjustments in mixture composition and. initial temperature. 

TURBULENT FLAMES IN PREMIXED GASES. These flames are prevalent 

under most practical circumstances, especially those existing in 

internal combustion engines. As illustrated in Fig. 5, a schilieren 
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photograph of a turbulent flame stabilized iri combustion tunnel (10), 

such flames are predominantly influenced ~Y the large scale vortex 

structure of turbulent flow and their fronts are established atthe 

contours between the fresh charge and the recirculating combustion 

product. As a consequence, the laminar flame structure, with its 
'\ 

normal burning speed, becomes deeply imbedded in the convolutions ana 

striations of the turbulent combustion front, and a good deal of 

controllability is lost. 
:.·: 

The obvious question to be posed in view of the characteristic 

properties of flames described above, is how a combustion· process can 

be controlled. This question is addressed in the next section. 

HOMOGENEOUS COMBUSTION PROCESS 

In a combustion process of this kind, the chemical reaction occurs 

coherently throughout the whole charge. This is illustrated 

schematically in Fig. 6, where Fig. 6a displays the principal features 

of a fl arne, the combust ion process occurring in such a way that the 

full amount of specific exothermic energy, E, is released throughout a 

small fraction of the mass of the charge, M, and the front of this 

process sweeps thrbugh the mass. In contrast to this, in the case of 

a homogeneous combustion process the exothermic energy is released 

gradually throughout the mass of the charge and the process is 

completed when the full, amount of this energy is released, as' shown in 

Fig. 6. It should be noted that in all the diagrams of Fig. 6 areas 

cross~'hatched at 135° denote products of complete comb us ti on, while 

those cross-hatched at 45°, refer to intermediate constituents of 
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incomplete combustion. These are then the two extremes. In a 

practical situation, mixed and intermediate types of processes can 

occur. Figure 6c represents the essential feature of knock, the flame 

front where the full amount of exothermic energy is released sweeping 

through the charge, while a small fraction of it undergoes a 

homogeneous combustion process at a high rate, generating an explosion. 

On the other hand, one may have a homogeneous combustion process 

occurring over a limited fraction of tne mass, giving rise to the flame 

front as depicted in (Fig. 6d). The two processes do not have to be, 

of course, concurrent, that of the homogeneous combustion having been 

completed before the flame front starts. A situation like this occurs, 

for example, in the case of jet ignition, where a cloud of ignition 

sources is burned throughout its extent, giving rise to a spheroidal 

flame front (11,12). 

Figure 6e,describes schematically a situation which is essentially 

the same as that of Fig. 6a; however, as a consequence of the fact 

that the flame front ,is distributed throughout the mass, practically 

it is equivalent to Fig. 6b. Figure 6f represents again a situation 

which is essentially the same as that of Fig. 6d, but in practice it 

produces an eq u i v a 1 en t effect to that of Fig. 6b. 

Thus, it should be noted that the effects of highly distributed 

flames is practically the same as that of a homogeneous combust ion, 

a 1 though the two processes are essentially different from each other. 

Is a horoogeneous combustion process a completely new concept11 From 

the fundamental point of view, certainly not, but insofar as practical 

applications are concerned, it is relatively novel. In fundamental 

' : 'I 
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studies, the process of homogeneous combustion has been thoroughly 

·explored in detonation research {viz. e.g. (13)), in particular, in 

the investigation of combustion processes behind shock waves (viz~· 
.. 

e.g. (14)), and, on the other side of the scale, in combustion research 

involving stirred (15) and plug flow reactors (16,17). As an example, 

Fig. 7 shONs a cinematographic sequence of interferograms of combustion 

behind a reflected shock wave in a stoichiometric mixture of hydrogen 

and oxygen, diluted with argon {18). The relatively equal amplitude 

of the. fringe waves throughout the width of the reaction zone, as their 

intensity increases with time, demonstrates the characteristic property 

of the uniform distribution of the homogeneous combustion process. 

Examples of practical applications of :the homogeneous combustion 

process are provided by the LAG (Avalanche Activated Combustion) engine 

of Gussak· illustrated in Fig. 7, copied from the 1966 U.S. Patent 

3,230,930; the Toyota Soken (TS) combustion (19) and the so-called 

Active Thermo-Atmosphere Combustion (ATAC) process of Onishi (20), the 

salient features of which .are displayed in Fig. 9. The latter two are 

based on ignition provided by 11prompt ·exhaust gas recirculation .. 

described here later. 

As demonstrated by tt1e latter applications, the controllability of 

a homogeneous combustion process is indeed superb, cycle-to-cycle 

oscillations recorded by a pressure transducer, disappearing entirely 

when the engine is shifted to this mode of operation. 

As it becomes clear from the above, a homogeneous combustion 

process can be attained by proper mixture preparation, combined with 

'-.. _, 
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some form of a distributed, enhanced ignition system. The essential 

prerequisite for this purpose is a thorough premixing and essentially 

lean composition, produced by dilution with either excess air or the 

recirculated exhaust gas, or both. The principal means of control are 

provided by active radicals whose proper composition is maintained in 

radical pools. This is illustrated in Fig. 10, taken from a recent 

paper on the thermochemistry of ignition (21). Here the results of 

thermochemical computations of the ignition process in a methane-air 

mixture, subject to heat losses expressed in terms of a thermal 

relaxation time of 10-2sec., are displayed in four representative 

cases. Case(!) is that of thermal ignition, case(g) is the correspond

ing thermal extinction, the difference between the two being due to· 

just 20° in initial temperature. Case@ shows ignition produced by 

the introduction of radicals; case@) is the corresponding. extinction 

following the introduction of radicals at an initial temperature only 

20° lower. 01e should note that the time scale in these diagram is 

logarithmic. Thus, the plateaus in the composition and temperature 

profiles are, in effect, significantly longer than they appear there 

by sight. These plateaus represent the conditions of radical pools 

that lead eventually to a relatively rapid ignition that is referred 

to for this reason as "thermal explosion" (22,23). 

The primary control systems in homogeneous combustion_ are: 

o enhanced ignition--a primarily physical process, 

or 

o enhanced auto-catalysis-a primarily chemical process 
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The. major problem in the realization of hoOJOgeneous combustion is 

the relatively narrow band of controllability b~tween explosiorJ and 

extinction •. As exemplified by the LAG,· TS, and ATAC engines, this 

problem is certainly treatable. In effect, controlled combustion is 

equivalent to controlled explosio!'], _and the background knowledge we 

have acquired in detonation research over the last 20 years (13,14). 

should be in this r_espect particularly helpful. One should note that 

by the same token the phenomenon. of knock is in the case of controlled 

horrogeneous combustion essentially eliminated. Controlled explosion 

is obvious 1 y tantamount to con tro 11 ed knock.. 

OVERVIEW OF PROGRESS IN ENGINE DEVELOPMENT 

As pointed out ,in the previous section, frorn the point of view of 

combustion fundamentals it is highly desirable that advances in engine 

technology should be concerned primarily with the development of 

engines operating with a horrogeneous, premixed charge. The relative 

position of such engines with respect to others has been described by 

Uyehara, et al. (24 ). A comprehensive assessment of combustion 

processes in a.wide variety of stratified charge engines, including a 

discussion of the advantages and d.isadvantages of lean charge engines, 

was presented by Newhall (25). A comparison of potential efficiencies 

of various prime movers for automobiles has been compiled by Lauck, 

et al. (3) who' provided fundamental arguments for the intrinsic. 

superiority of I.e. engines over alternative automotive propulsion 

sys terns. 

In an earlier paper (5), we (JDD and AKO) presented the concept of 

enhanced ignition with particular relevance to engines using premixed 
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charge. This concept is based on the principle of controlling the 

processes of initiation and propagation of corribustion by not only 

providing ignition sources but also distributing them throughout the 

combustible mixture. 

In order to establish an interrelationship between the various 

methods developed in this connect ion, their respectiVe pas it ions were 

expressed graphically on a plane of relative energy and relative· 

volume, as shown here in an expanded form on Fig. ll. The relative 

·-energy, e, is defined for this purpose as the ratio of the expended 

electrical energy or the exothermic energy content (heating·value) of 

the medium used to ignite the rna in charge in the cylinder to the 

exothermic energy content of the intake gas; the relative volume v, is 

taken as the ratio of the volume of the prechamber or preparation 

chamber to the unswept volume in the cylinder. 

The standard spark ignition, including the recently developed high 

ignition energy systems, are at·the lowest level on the energy scale 

and zero relative volume. Open chamber stratified charge (SC) engines 

are also located in this region, because combustion is initiated there 

by the use of standard spark ignition systems. Plasma jet ignition 

engines are one or two orders of magnitude higher in relative energy 

and at a finite, albeit small, value of relative volume. Divided 

chamber stratified charge and torch cell engines are one more order of 

magnitude higher in relative energy, but since it is chemical in 

nature rather than electrical, the actual cost in terms of energy 

expenditure is in this.case rruch lower. The relative volumes of 
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typical systems of. this kind can easily attain values of 0.25 as 

indicated in Fig. 11. The 1"1ay Fireball engine .(26) can be considered 

as, an extreme case of a torch cell system and we placed it at a 

location corresponding to a relative energy and relative val ume both 

of an order of 102• Th~ prompt EGR ignition engine (19,20)~ a. 

system based on the use of a homogeneous combustion process described 

here in some detail later, has about the same relative ene'rgy' as the 

divided chamber sc and torch cell engines~ but is distinguished by a 

significantly higher relative volume that is, in effect, equal to the 

engine compression ratio. It should be noted that in norm~l operation 

these engines do =not use any electrical energy for ignition. 

Displayed also on.·the diagram of Fig. ll are the direct injection 

(DI) and the indirect injection (DI) Diesel engines. In the case of 

normal Diesel engines; the relative energy is aCtually infinite, while 
I 

for the dual-fuel Diesel engines it is at a level of l to 10. Typical 

examples. of such engines are powerplants using natural gas as the main 

fuel in the aspirated charge and Diesel fuel '·to provide a pilot flame 

for ignition, situated at the lower level, and the alcohol Diesel 

engines, situated at the high~r level within this range. The relative 

volume for the DI Diesel is practically zero, while for the IDI Diesel 

it is, of course, finite. 

One should note that the techniques used to· achieve clean and 

efficient combustion rely primarily dn the use of charge stratification 

and/or exhaust gas recirculation, combined with homogeneous lean 

charge, enhanced ignition, and, possibly, enhanced auto-catalysis. In 

the diagram of Fig. 11 these systems are expressed in terms of 
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compartments in space. However, it should be noted that the same 

objective could be also attained by proper staging of the preparatory 

processes in time, so that, in effect, systems of zero relative volume 

can be made in principle equival~nt to those of finite relative 

volumes. This can be accomplished by exploiting the ignition delay for 

mixing, in order to attain proper conditions for controlled combustion. 

As it appears thus from this overview, present day I.e. engines 

have reached a stage in their development where several alternative 

methods are,-in effect, used for combustion control. The conventional 

S.I. engine, with a three-way catalytic converter and a micro-processor 

controller for monitoring the ignition timing as well as the EGR and 

A/F mixture composition, attained a remarkably high level of 

performance in meeting the present day emission and economy standards, 

but, for fundamental reasons, they are quite restricted in fuel 

adaptability and in efficiency, the latter as a consequence of the 

high temperature required for proper operation of catalytic reactor in 

the exhaust system. The divided chamber SC and torch cell engines are 

similarly iimited in fuel adaptability, while the latter has, on top 

of it, an inadequate effectiveness in emission control. 

POLLUTANT EMISSION CONTROL 

All Diesel engines, with the exception of rarely used spark 

assisted systems, rely on auto ignition of a stratified charge produced 

by the fuel injector. As pointed out.here earlier, the combustion 

process is then essenti'ally uncontrolled, although a certain amount of 

modulation can be achieved by proper mixing produced by the jet of 
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fuel, associated with suitable ihjection timing-and correct adjustment 

of its rate. As a result of stratifi'cation, these· engines have the 
. . 

advantage of reduced HC levels, compare'd to homogeneous charge 

engines, because fuel can be kept away from the cylinder walls and 
. . 

crevices at the obvious sacrifice, of course, in specific power output. 

However, as a consequence of the intrinsic lack of control over the 

combustion process, these engines are severely handicapped by 

relatively high emissions of all the other pollutants. 

Premixed charge engines, on the other hand, offer numerous 
\ 

possibilities for i.n situ control of pollutant·formation. These are, 

for each of the pollutants in turn, as follows: 

HC. Insofar as the HC emission problem is concerned, initial 

research (27} identified both the wall quenching and the effect of 

crevices as their tnain sources. Subsequently (28) the roll-up vortex 

was discovered and recorded by schlieren cinematography (29) while more 

recently (30, 31) the wall quenChing concept has been discredited, both 

on theoretical as well as experimental grounds. Thus, the roll-up 

vortex is today considere~ to De rich in HC, principally as a 

consequence of out-gasing from the space between the piston and· the 

cylinder above the top ring, reenforced by an additional supply of HC 

deposited there by lubricating oil. 

IdeallY one would like to eliminate as mu'ch as possible_all the 

sources contributing towards the formation of HC in the combustion 

changer. CKle means would be to enhance the diffusion of the roll-up 

vortex' throughout the cha-rge and promote thereby mixing of HC issuing 

from the crevice at th'e edge of the piston with hot combustion· 
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products, containing free oxygen due to the use of lean mixtures, to 

enforce its oxidation. Another way would be to enhance the oxidation 

of HC by means of catalytic surfaces at the walls in the immediate 

vicinity of the roll-up vortex. 

CO. The major causes of CO in IC engines are: (a) the deficiency 

in oxygen required for complete oxidation of fu~l carbon, (b) the high 

temperature dissociation· of co2, and (~) the exceptionally slow 

oxidation kinetics ·that is pr inci pa 11 y restricted by the elementary 

step: CO+ OH, the slowest bimolecular reaction in the chemical chain 

mechanism of hydrocarbon combustion. To prevent the formation of CO 

requires therefore an ample supply of oxygen and an aaequate amount of 

residence time at the moderately high temperatures to assure the 

completion of the chain reaction process. In order to obtain 

sufficiently low CO levels it might be necessary to enhance the slow 

oxidation reaction by the use of radicals -- certainly a most 

worthwhile objective for an enhanced auto-catalytic technique, as yet 

to be developed. 

NOX. The kinetics of NOx formation in engines have been a 

subject of a thorough study resulting in most satisfactory predictions 

of measured levels with the without EGR (32). Figure 12 presents 

predicted results for a fixed combustion rate with various gas/fuel 

ratios (G/F = A/F + EGR/F). The diagram illustrates that to attain a 

relatively claw NOx level, say 5 grams/kw-hr, a large amount of EGR 

must be used with a stoichiometric A/F mixture, while less EGR is 

requ.ired for higher A/F ratios, up to 21/l when the EGR requirement is 

practically annihilated. Nonetheless, as described here later, the use 
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of relatively large amounts of EGR. can be of great benefit to the. 

control of combustion in I.e. engines, besides its influence in. 

curbing NOx. emisstbns. 

HOMOGENEOUS LEAN CHARGE 

As it has been already pointed out, ·in order .to attain low levels 

of Nox emission, one has a choice between a near stoichiometric 

mixture with a small amount of EGR, combined with a three-way catalytic 

converter and micro-proc~ssor controller, and mixtures of relatively 

high A/F ratios combined with enough EGR to eliminate the need for 

chemical processing of exhaust gases. The latter route is· more 

attractive since it should be associated with .improved efficiency due 

to high A/F ratio and increase~ compression ratio capability.due ~o 

lower knock tendencies of lean mixtures. So far the desirable end 

result has been difficult to attain primarily because of the onset of 

the lean missfire limit (LML). This can be attributed to the use of 

relatively weak, sjngle point ignition systems tha:t lead to cyclic 

missfire or to slow combustion rates, making the process subject to 

bulk quench in g. This causes high HC levels which, together with the 

inherent low exhaust temperatures, prevent adequate reduction of 

pollutant emissions. In multi-cylinder engines the .situation is 

aggravated by malformationof the mixture and its mald5.stributon. 

However, single cylinder engine experiments (33) showed that 

stable and fast combustion rates can be attained at A/F ratios of up 

to 23/l and that at such conditions the HC levels are ·not worse than 

those of normal burn rate engines operating at A/F of .16/l. While the 
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more rapid burn rate yielded higher NOx levels, the EGR was quite 

effective in reducing them without any loss in efficiency under the 

WOT, MBT~ constant speed conditions, at which these tests were run. 

· One should bear in mind that a successful development of a 

homogeneous, lean burn engine depends very much. upon the use of an 

appropriate enhanced ignition system. This might be attained either 

in the form of a LAG type prechamber, an advanced version of a divided 

chamber stratified charge engine described in the next section (34, 

35, 36) or in the form of plasma jet igniters {11,12,37,38,39~40). 

The demonstrated capability of these enhanced ignition systems to 

promote fast combustion rates in gasoline engines indicate their 

potentiality in reducing the octane requirement when they are properly 

used. 

The concept of enhanced auto-catalysis implies supplying the 

combustible mixture with materials which could reduce the activation 

energy required for reaction. This may be done in the form of active 

radicals provided by the recirculated exhaust gas or supplied by the 

igniter or derived from catalytic surfaces around the combustion 

chamber. It should be noted that in either case the full potential of 

such devices can be developed only in combustion systems wilere tile 

reactants are thoroughly premixed.· 

CHARGE STRATIF !CATION 

In principle, there are two types of charge stratification: the 

open chamber SC engines where 1 iquid fuel is injecteq directly into the 

cylinder forming a cloud of combustible mixture wnich is either 
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allowed to or prevented from filling the entire unsweptvolume, and 

the divided' chamber SC engines where fuel....:rich combustion takes place 

in a prechamber while the intake gas is fuel-lean •. 

The direct injection oper chamber SC engines received a lot of 

attention, principally because their evolution required the least 

drastic changes of the conventional eng'ine system. Here the control 

of the combustion process relies on· proper mixing of the injected fuel 

with air before igniti'on takes place. In order to match adequately 

the fuel spray with the turbulent flow field in the cylinder,'. 

sophisticated fuel injectors, combined with careful control techniques, 

are required. Nonetheless, these engines have shown many advantages 

( 4 1 ) , s u ch as : 

( 1) multi -fuel capability, 

(2) relatively high efficiency at low and medium loaas since they 

can operate then satisfactorily with little· or no throttling, 

(3) capability for high co~pression ratio, attained as a 

consequence of th~ Dieset-like str~ti~ication, 

(4) potentially low HC emissions, and 

( 5) h i gh over a 11 A IF as we 11 as E GR to 1 er an ce 1 ea ding to 1 ow 
/ 

NOx emissions 

Basically, however, the operating conditions in such engines are 

the same as in direct injection diesels. The ·combustion process is 

accomplished by diffusion flame with all its disadvantages· associated 

with high temperature peaks, producing high NOx l~vels and ~xcessive 

particulate emissions. One can offset some of these disadvantages by 
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allowing for the formation of a more homogeneous mixture before 

ignition, but this tends to increase knock tendency of the system. 

Moreover, the high swirl rates necessary for mixture formation and 

control result in higher heat losses and lower volumetric efficiencies 

decreasing thus the specific power output. 

Most of the divided chamber ·sc engines, such as the Honda CVCC 

(42), rely on the turbulent torch formed by combustion in the 

prechamber to initiate combustion in the main charge. This enhances 

the combustion of the charge, but does not eliminate knock nor prevents· 

bulk quenching, because for complete combustion the charge must still 

rely on the relatively slow propagation of a flame across its entire 

mass. Placing the prechamber at a central location reduces the 

required flame travel distance and hence the combustion time, as 

exemplified by the recent version of the engine showing improved fuel 

economy without increasing pollutant emissions. 

Engines of this kind are natural candidates for the application of 

an enhanced ignition system, such as the LAG process of Gussak 

(34,35,36) where, instead of a turbulent torch issuing from the 

prechamber, the flame is intentionally extinguished by the use of a jet 

with a sufficiently strong turbulent shear to break it apart. Thus the 

main charge in the cylinder is provided only with 'combustion products, 

seeding it with active radicals that are capable of initiating combus

tion simultaneously at many points. The best operating A/F range for 

such systems is claimed to be at the 22/l to 30/l level, yielding 

significant fuel economy gains in comparison with conventional engines. 

.. 
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The major attractiveness of these techniques lies in the 

possibility of complete elimination of knock, as well' as inhibiting 

bulk quenching as a consequence of the significantly more rapid , 
consumption of the mixture in the cylinder following its multi-point 

ignition. 

PROMPT EGR IGNITION 

Recently a number of studies have been reported on successful uses 

of combustion products of ignition and combustion control in flowing 

combustible mixtures (35,A3), combustion cells (44,45), and, in the 

form of promptly recirculated exhaust gases, for the operation of 

two-stroke gasoline engines {19,20). 'It has been also speculated that 

in a similar way prompt EGR could be used to enhance ignition in two 

and four-stroke Diesel engines, reducing significantly idle knock (46). 

The application of this principle was extensively studied, mainly 

in two-stroke gasoline engines. Under certain operating .conditions, 

at idle to medium loads, it has been demonstrated that~ with adequate 

mixing of a proper amount of prompt EGR (a substance readily available 

in a two-stroke engine by using the crankcase to compress the exhaust 

gases and admitting them into the cylinder through ports opened by the 

piston as it appraoched the BDC), a multitude of ignition sites are 

distributed throughout the compressed charge, resulting in an 

essentially homogeneous combustion process (viz. Fig. 9). The spark 

ignition system used to start the engine can be turned off and the 

combustion process becomes remarkably uniform, devoid of any noticeable 
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cycle-to-cycle variation in cylinder pressure it generates. Signif

icant reductions in (a) the duration of combustion, (b) fuel consump

tion, (c) noise, and (d) hydrocarbon ,emissions were observed and the 

lean missfire limit was significantly extended, typically 17/1 up to 

22/1 in A/F ( 20). 

Measurements (made by the use of multichannel emission spectroscopy) 

of precombustion and combustion reactions under conventional spark 

ignition and homogeneous combustion process operation indicated the 

attainment of higher concentrations of CH" ,c2., CHO", H02., o· 

radicals before combustion and OH" radicals after combustion in the 

latter case (19). 

To sum up, the advantages of the prompt EGR ignition system, as 

revealed from single cylinder two-stroke engine tests reported so far, 

are the remarkable ability to be switched on and off, excellent part

load performance, negligible cycle-to-cycle variations, ease of 

operation with high excess air, virtual absence of knock, good fuel 

economy, and relatively low HC, CO and NOx emission levels, albeit 

the latter not much below the characteristic value for two-stroke 

engines. The major disadvantages are relatively narrow operating range 

and the unconventional and unproven technology. As a consequence, 

future potential of this concept is quite uncertain. Most probably 

the best service such a system may eventually furnish is in part-load 

operation, providing thereby a significant assistance in improving the 

overall performance of the homogeneous charge engines. For us, it 

provides an interesting example of engineering implementation of the 

principle of a controlled, homogeneous combustion system. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

.In summary the following points are noteworthy: 

(1) The technology of I.e. engines has been advanced to such high 

levels, with all the concomitant attributes of outstanding engineering 

and highly developed production facilities, that one should expect its 

pro.gress to continue over a long period of time, irrespectively of 

potential com petit ion from alternative powerpl ants, at 1 east as far as 

automobile propulsion is concerned •. · 

( 2) The inost prominent demands upon the progress of I. C. engine 

technology stem from the concern over the environmental impact and from 

the shortage of fuel (in this order!). On- a long range, the tasks 

imposed by these demands cannot be accomplished by engine improvements 

derived from better engineering designs witho~t due consideration 

given to all the scientific avenues available for this purpose. 

(3) The extent and variety of possible engineering improvements are 

today so great that the technological progress can be achieved only on 

the basis of a well conceived sense of direction. The objective of 

this paper has been to provide a rationale for such a purpose. This 

has been derived solely from fundamental principles without much con

sideration given to any specific engineering, economic, sociological, 

or political aspects, that one would have to take into account if one 

would wish to make a prognosis. 

(4) The most promising direction in the, progress of engine 

technology, one that could concomitantly minimize emissions, max imiz'e 

efficiency, and optin1ize tolerance to a wide scope .of fuels, is based 
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on the concept of controlled combustion. According to it all the 

demands could be satisfied by processes occurring in the engine 

cylinder, without the use of a chemical processing plant in the 

exhaust system. The most attractive way to accomplish this is by a 

homogeneous combustion process. 

(5) The target of controlled homogeneous combustion may be of 

immediate value by serving as an indicator of the desirable sense of 
IIi 

direction in engine development. For, even if it is not fully 

attained, any progress in approaching it should be considered a 

technological advancement. 

To sum up, the arguments presented here point out that, in response 

to modern demands put upon the I.e. engines, major advances in their 

technology should be associated with the attainment of controlled 

combustion, whereby fuel is thoroughly oxidized before the exhaust 

gases are let out .from the cylinder, with proper chemical and physical 

means exploited then and there to inhibit concomitantly the formation 

of pollutants. For· a pragmatically oriented reader, it should be noted 

that the advances we advocate can be realized either by the modifica-

tion of spark-ignition engines or by the amelioration of compression-

ignition engines. The engine system of the future that will 

incorporate the concepts we advocate can be thus thought about as a 

crossbreed between the Diesel and the Otto engine. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 - Performance regimes of prime-movers on the plane of specific 

power and specific energy for a vehicle of 1 ton curb weight under 

steady driving conditions 

Fig. 2 - Thermal efficiencies of the ot~o and the diesel cycles as a 

function of equivalence ratios over a range of compression ratios, r 

Fig. 3 -Typical temperature and composition profiles in a diffusion 

flame. Symbols: F denotes fuel; 0- oxygen; P ,-products; M- mass; 

l = (T - Tc)/Th - Tc)' where T is the temperature, while 

subscripts c and h refer to the minimum (cold) and maximum (hot) 

limits, respectively 

Fig. 4 ~ Composition and temperature profiles of a laminar flame in a 

premixed stoichiometric methane-air system 

Fig. 5- A'schlieren record of a turbulent flame in premixed 

propane-air combustion system 

Fig. 6 ~Flame and the homogeneous combustion process 

Fig. 7- Cinematographic sequence of high speed laser interferograms 

of a homogeneous combustion process in an argon dilutea stoichiometric 

hydrogen-oxygen mixture behind a reflected shock wave (18). 

Channel width: 3.8 em; Time interval between frames: 2 microseconds 
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Fig. 8- Description of the LAG process in U.S. Patent 3,230,939 

(1966). 

Fig. 9- Salient features of the homogeneous combustion process in the 

ATAC system of Onishi in comparison to conventional spark ignited 

flame in a two-stroke engine fitted with a glass window at the head 

Fig~ 10 - Time profiles of temperature and concentrations of major 

species and radicals in a homogeneous ignition and combustion, subject 

to heat losses (21) 

Fig. 11 -Regimes of I. C. engines on the plane of relative energies 

and vo 1 umes 

Fig. 12 - Effect of EGR on the emission of NOx (32) 
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This report was done with. support from the 
Department of Energy. Any conclusions or opinions 
expressed in this report represent solely those of the 
author(s) and not necessarily those of The Regents of 
the University of California, the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory or the Department of Energy. 

Reference to a company or product name does 
not imply approval or recommendation of the 
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Department of Energy to the exclusion of others that 
may be suitable. 
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